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Entropic cosmology assumes several forms of entropy on the horizon of the universe, where the
entropy can be considered to behave as if it were related to the exchange (the transfer) of energy.
To discuss this exchangeability, the consistency of the two continuity equations obtained from two
different methods is examined, focusing on a homogeneous, isotropic, spatially flat, and matter-
dominated universe. The first continuity equation is derived from the first law of thermodynamics,
whereas the second equation is from the Friedmann and acceleration equations. To study the influ-
ence of forms of entropy on the consistency, a phenomenological entropic-force model is examined,
using a general form of entropy proportional to the n-th power of the Hubble horizon. In this for-
mulation, the Bekenstein entropy (an area entropy), the Tsallis–Cirto black-hole entropy (a volume
entropy), and a quartic entropy are represented by n = 2, 3, and 4, respectively. The two conti-
nuity equations for the present model are found to be consistent with each other, especially when
n = 2, i.e., the Bekenstein entropy. The exchange of energy between the bulk (the universe) and the
boundary (the horizon of the universe) should be a viable scenario consistent with the holographic
principle.
PACS numbers: 98.80.-k, 98.80.Es, 95.30.Tg
I. INTRODUCTION
The accelerated expansion of the late universe [1] can
be elegantly explained by ΛCDM (lambda cold dark mat-
ter) models that assume a cosmological constant Λ and
dark energy. However, it is well-known that the ΛCDM
model suffers from theoretical difficulties, such as the cos-
mological constant problem [2]. To resolve the difficul-
ties, Λ(t)CDM models, in which a time-varying cosmo-
logical term Λ(t) is assumed [3–11], have been extensively
examined. (For various other models, see, e.g., Refs. [12–
15] and references therein.)
As a possible alternative scenario, entropic-force mod-
els based on the holographic principle [16], in which sev-
eral forms of entropy on the horizon of the universe are
assumed [17–30], have been recently proposed. For ex-
ample, the Bekenstein entropy (an area entropy based on
additive statistics) [31], the Tsallis–Cirto entropy (a vol-
ume entropy based on nonadditive statistics) [32], and a
quartic entropy [24, 25] have been suggested for the en-
tropy on the horizon [17, 25]. Most entropic-force models
can be interpreted as a particular case of Λ(t)CDM mod-
els [19, 20]. This interpretation implies that the assumed
entropy is exchangeable (reversible), such as is the en-
tropy related to the exchange of energy [33]. That is, the
entropy on the horizon is considered to behave as if it
were related to ‘energy exchange cosmology’, which as-
sumes the transfer of energy between two fluids [34], e.g.,
the interaction between dark matter and dark energy,
dynamical vacuum energy, etc. [35, 36].
∗E-mail: komatsu@se.kanazawa-u.ac.jp
Such pairs of fluids are not generally employed in en-
tropic cosmology because dark energy is not assumed.
Accordingly, the exchangeability may imply the trans-
fer of energy between the bulk (the universe) and the
boundary (the horizon of the universe) [22], because the
information of the bulk is assumed to be holographically
stored in the boundary [17]. However, the exchangeabil-
ity has not yet been made clear in entropic cosmology.
The exchangeability can probably be discussed in terms
of the consistency of two continuity equations derived
from two different methods [23]. For example, the con-
tinuity equation is typically derived from the Friedmann
and acceleration equations because only two of the three
equations are independent [37]. Alternatively, the conti-
nuity equation can be derived from the first law of ther-
modynamics as well [23, 37]. Therefore, it is possible to
discuss the consistency of the continuity equations de-
rived from these two different methods. The forms of
entropy on the horizon (i.e., area, volume, and quartic
entropies) are expected to affect the consistency.
In contrast, several entropic-force models similar to
bulk viscous models [38–41] and CCDM (creation of cold
dark matter) models [42–53] assume irreversible entropy
related to dissipation processes [24, 25]. In those mod-
els, an effective description for pressure is used without
assuming the exchange of energy. However, Prigogine
et al. have proposed open systems with the exchange
of energy, in which reversible and irreversible entropies
are considered [54, 55], to discuss the thermodynamics of
cosmological matter creation for non-adiabatic processes.
The proposed system is suitable for describing the gen-
eral systems in entropic cosmology discussed here.
In this context, we formulate a phenomenological
entropic-force model, in which area, volume, and quartic
2entropies [23–25] are systematically assumed to be the
entropy on the horizon. Moreover, irreversible entropy
due to matter creation [26, 27] is included in that for-
mulation. Using the present model, we examine whether
the entropy on the horizon behaves exchangeably or not.
In this short paper, to discuss the exchangeability, we
focus on the consistency of the two continuity equations
derived from different methods. The study of the ex-
changeability should provide new insights into entropic
cosmology.
The remainder of the article is organized as follows.
In Sec. II, a phenomenological entropic-force model is
formulated, assuming a general form of entropy on the
horizon. In Sec. III, two continuity equations are derived
from two different methods. Specifically, in Sec. III A, the
continuity equation is derived from the first law of ther-
modynamics, and in Sec. III B, the continuity equation is
derived from the Friedmann and acceleration equations.
The consistency of the two continuity equations is then
discussed in Sec. IV. Finally, in Sec. V, the conclusions
of the study are presented.
II. ENTROPIC-FORCE MODELS
In this section, a phenomenological entropic-force
model that assumes a general form of entropy on the
horizon of the universe is described. For this purpose,
a homogeneous, isotropic, and spatially flat universe is
considered, and the scale factor a(t) is examined at time
t in the Friedmann–Lemaˆıtre–Robertson–Walker metric
[23–27]. First, ΛCDM models are briefly reviewed in Sec.
II A. The entropic-force model is then formulated in Sec.
II B. The derivation of entropic forces is based on the
original work of Easson et al. [17] and the recent work
of the present authors [23–25]. The concept of entropic
force considered here is different from the idea that grav-
ity itself is an entropic force [56, 57], as described in Ref.
[17]. In the present paper, the inflation of the early uni-
verse is not discussed because we have chosen to focus on
background evolution of the late universe.
Please note that irreversible entropy due to matter cre-
ation is not considered in this section. The irreversible
entropy is discussed in the next sections.
A. ΛCDM model
In this subsection, the well-known ΛCDM models are
briefly reviewed [14, 37]. The acceleration equation is
written as
a¨(t)
a(t)
= H˙(t)+H(t)2 = −
4piG
3
(
ρ(t) +
3p(t)
c2
)
+
Λ
3
, (1)
where the Hubble parameter H(t) is defined by
H(t) ≡
da/dt
a(t)
=
a˙(t)
a(t)
, (2)
and G, Λ, c, ρ(t), and p(t) are the gravitational con-
stant, a cosmological constant, the speed of light, the
mass density of cosmological fluids, and the pressure of
cosmological fluids, respectively [24]. The right-hand side
of Eq. (1) includes a driving term Λ/3, which can explain
the accelerated expansion of the late universe. This term
corresponds to a cosmological constant term and is in-
terpreted as an additional energy component called dark
energy.
B. Entropic-force model based on a general form of
entropy proportional to rnH
In entropic-force models, extra driving terms are de-
rived from entropic forces, unlike in ΛCDM models [17].
The entropic-force model assumes that the horizon of the
universe has an associated entropy S and an approximate
temperature T . In this study, we use the Hubble hori-
zon as the preferred screen because the apparent hori-
zon coincides with the Hubble horizon in a spatially flat
universe [17]. If we were instead considering a spatially
non-flat universe, we would use the apparent horizon as
the preferred screen [17].
The Hubble horizon (radius) rH is given by
rH =
c
H
and therefore r˙H = −
HH˙
c2
r3
H
. (3)
The temperature T on the horizon is given by
T =
~H
2pikB
× γ =
~
2pikB
c
rH
γ, (4)
where kB and ~ are the Boltzmann constant and the
reduced Planck constant, respectively. It should be
noted that the temperature considered here is assumed
to be obtained by multiplying the horizon temperature,
~H/(2pikB), by a non-negative free parameter, γ. Here,
γ is assumed to be a free parameter for the temperature
[23, 24].
In the present study, we do not discuss the magnitude
of the free parameter γ for the temperature. However,
before proceeding further, in this paragraph, we give a
brief review of γ, according to the previous and recent
studies. For example, Easson et al. have suggested a
similar modified coefficient for the temperature, in which
γ may be estimated from a derivation of surface terms
or the Hawking temperature description [17]. Also, Cai
et al. have proposed that γ can be interpreted as a pa-
rameter for the holographic screen temperature [21]. In
those works, γ is considered to be of the order of O(1)
[23]. On the other hand, interestingly, Da¸browski et al.
have recently reported that a similar parameter γ is two
to four orders of magnitude less than O(1) [29]. In that
paper, the combination of the holographic and vacuum
dark energies is likely assumed from different viewpoints.
Therefore, γ used in Ref. [29] should be related to a pa-
rameter ν on dynamical vacuum models (see the second
3paper of Ref. [8]). The parameter ν can be small because
it behaves as a type of β-function coefficient in quantum
field theory. In fact, ν is expected to be approximately
ν ∼ 10−3 from observations, as examined by Sola` et al.
[9]. Consequently, a similar parameter γ used in Ref.
[29] may become small as well. The similar parameter is
expected to be related to γ considered here. The discus-
sion of γ will provide new insights in entropic cosmology
because the smallness of γ has not yet been explained
by the holographic approach. This task is left for the
future research. Keep in mind that γ considered here is
assumed to be a free parameter.
In the original entropic-force model [17], an associated
entropy on the Hubble horizon is given as
Sr2 =
kBc
3
~G
AH
4
=
kBc
3
~G
4pir2
H
4
=
pikBc
3
~G
r2H , (5)
where AH is the surface area of a sphere with the Hub-
ble radius rH . This entropy is the Bekenstein entropy
proportional to area and r2
H
[31]. Recently, several forms
of entropy have been proposed for the entropy on the
horizon of the universe. For example, a volume entropy
Sr3 and a quartic entropy Sr4 (proportional to r
4
H
) have
been used for entropic-force models [24, 25]. The volume
entropy Sr3 is a generalized black-hole entropy, i.e., the
Tsallis–Cirto black-hole entropy [32], based on nonaddi-
tive statistics [58]. In contrast, although the meaning of
Sr4 is less clear, it can be considered as a form of en-
tropy that would arise if extra dimensions existed [25].
Consequently, it is found that an area entropy Sr2, a vol-
ume entropy Sr3, and a quartic entropy Sr4 can lead to
H2, H , and constant entropic-force terms, respectively.
Each entropic-force term has been separately discussed
in Ref. [25]. In the present study, a general form of en-
tropy is used to discuss a phenomenological entropic-force
model systematically. Note that Da¸browski, Gohar, and
Salzano have recently proposed more extended entropic
forces to examine varying-constant theories [28, 29].
The general form of entropy (proportional to rn
H
) is
defined by
Srn =
pikBc
3
~G
× Lnr
n
H (n = 2, 3, 4), (6)
where n = 2, 3, and 4 correspond to indices of area,
volume, and quartic entropies, respectively. Ln is a non-
negative free-constant-parameter. The following deriva-
tion can be applied to higher-order forms of entropy.
(Values of L2 = 1, L3 = ζ, and L4 = ψ were used for the
free-constant parameters in Ref. [25].)
We now derive an entropic-force Frn from a general
form of entropy, Srn ∝ r
n
H
. The entropic force can be
given by
Frn = −
dE
dr
= −T
dSrn
dr
(
= −T
dSrn
drH
)
, (7)
where the minus sign indicates the direction of increasing
entropy or the screen corresponding to the horizon [17].
Substituting Eqs. (4) and (6) into Eq. (7), the entropic-
force Frn becomes
Frn = −T
dSrn
drH
= −
~
2pikB
c
rH
γ ×
d
drH
[
pikBc
3
~G
× Lnr
n
H
]
= −γ
c4
G
(
nLn
2
)
rn−2
H
. (8)
From Eq. (8), the pressure prn is given as
prn =
Frn
AH
= −γ
c4
G
(
nLn
2
)
rn−2
H
1
4pir2
H
= −γ
c4nLn
8piG
rn−4
H
= −γ
c4nLn
8piG
( c
H
)n−4
= −γ
(
cnnLn
8piG
)
H4−n. (9)
In entropic cosmology [17], prn is added to the accelera-
tion equation. To this end, Eq. (1) is arranged as follows.
Setting Λ = 0, replacing p by p + prn, and substituting
Eq. (9) into Eq. (1), the acceleration equation is given by
a¨
a
= −
4piG
3
(
ρ+
3(p+ prn)
c2
)
= −
4piG
3
(
ρ+
3p
c2
)
+ γ
(
cn−2nLn
2
)
H4−n. (10)
The last term on the right-hand side is the so-called
entropic-force term. As for most entropic-force models,
adding the entropic-force term to the Friedmann equa-
tion H2 = 8piGρ/3 gives
H2 =
8piG
3
ρ+ γ
(
cn−2nLn
2
)
H4−n. (11)
For n = 2, 3, and 4, the last terms on the right-hand
side of Eq. (10) are γL2H
2, γ(3cL3/2)H , and γ(2c
2L4),
respectively. That is, the H2, H , and constant terms are
phenomenologically derived from the area, volume, and
quartic entropies, respectively. This result agrees with
that of Ref. [25], in which L2 = 1, L3 = ζ, and L4 = ψ
were used. Keep in mind that irreversible entropy due
to matter creation is neglected in this section. Accord-
ingly, the formulations of the Friedmann and acceleration
equations are essentially equivalent to those of Λ(t)CDM
models. This type of Λ(t)CDM model has been examined
extensively (see, e.g., Refs. [5–11]).
In the above discussion, the entropic force Frn was cal-
culated from Eq. (7), i.e., Frn = −T (dSrn/drH). There-
fore, the heat flow dQ across the horizon can be calcu-
lated from dQ = TdSrn as if Srn is exchangeable. Based
on this concept and using Eq. (8), dQ is given as
dQ = TdS = T
(
dS
dr
)
dr = T
(
dSrn
drH
)
drH
= γ
c4
G
(
nLn
2
)
rn−2
H
drH . (12)
Using this heat flow, in Sec. III A, we derive the continu-
ity equation from the first law of thermodynamics.
4III. CONTINUITY EQUATIONS
In this section, two continuity equations are derived
from two different methods. In Sec. III A, the continuity
equation is derived from the first law of thermodynamics.
In Sec. III B, the continuity equation is derived from the
Friedmann and acceleration equations. In the following,
irreversible entropy due to matter creation is also con-
sidered, i.e., we examine the entropic-force model with
matter creation. Accordingly, the formulation discussed
here is slightly complicated.
A. Continuity equation from the first law of
thermodynamics
In this subsection, the continuity equation for the
entropic-force model with matter creation is derived from
the first law of thermodynamics. For this purpose, the
first law of thermodynamics for non-adiabatic processes
with matter creation is briefly reviewed, according to the
work of Prigogine et al. [54].
First, let us consider a closed system containing a con-
stant number of particles N in a volume V . From the
first law of thermodynamics, the heat flow dQ across a
region during a time interval dt is given by
dQ = dE + pdV, (13)
where dE and dV are changes in the internal energy E
and volume V of the region, respectively [37]. Dividing
this equation by dt gives the following differential form
of the first law of thermodynamics [59]:
dQ
dt
=
dE
dt
+ p
dV
dt
=
d
dt
(εV ) + p
dV
dt
, (14)
where ε represents the energy density of cosmological flu-
ids, i.e., ε = ρc2. In addition, dQ is assumed to be re-
lated to reversible (exchangeable) entropy Srev [33]. If
adiabatic (and isentropic) processes are considered, i.e.,
dQ/dt = 0, then Eq. (14) is written as
d
dt
(εV ) + p
dV
dt
= 0. (15)
Using Eq. (15), the continuity equation for the adiabatic
process can be written as [37]
ρ˙+ 3
a˙
a
(
ρ+
p
c2
)
= 0, (16)
where the right-hand side of Eq. (16) is zero because the
right-hand side of Eq. (15) is zero.
Now, let us consider more general situations that in-
clude matter creation [42–52]. To this end, we assume an
open system in which N is time dependent. The matter
creation results in the generation of irreversible entropy.
For non-adiabatic processes taking place in the open sys-
tem, the first law of thermodynamics can be written as
d
dt
(εV ) + p
dV
dt
=
(
dQ
dt
)
rev
+
(
ε+ p
n
d
dt
(nV )
)
irr
, (17)
where n is the particle number density given by N/V [47,
54]. The entropy per particle is assumed to be constant
[42, 46]. For details regarding matter creation, see, e.g.,
Refs. [42, 47, 54]. The first term dQ/dt on the right-hand
side of Eq. (17) is assumed to be related to reversible
entropy Srev due to the exchange (the transfer) of energy.
In contrast, the second term on the right-hand side, i.e.,
[(ε+p)/n]d(nV )/dt, is related to irreversible entropy Sirr
due to matter creation. Accordingly, the total entropy
change is written as [54]
dS = dSrev + dSirr, (18)
with
dSrev =
dQ
T
and dSirr ≥ 0, (19)
where dSrev = dQ/T is assumed [33]. Typically, the heat
flow dQ is negligible [54] when examining adiabatic mat-
ter creation [42–52]. However, the negligibility should
be related to a free parameter γ for the temperature,
as discussed later. Accordingly, in this study, we leave
the dQ/dt term in Eq. (17). (Although an entropic-force
model in a dissipative universe has been proposed re-
cently, the exchange of energy is neglected [26, 27]. More
general thermodynamics for matter creation have been
discussed by Harko [47].)
To derive the continuity equation, energy flows across
the Hubble horizon at r = rH are considered. Therefore,
Eq. (17) can be written as[
d
dt
(εV ) + p
dV
dt
]
r=rH
=
[(
dQ
dt
)
rev
+
(
ε+ p
n
d
dt
(nV )
)
irr
]
r=rH
. (20)
To calculate the left-hand side of Eq. (20), suppose a
sphere of arbitrary radius r [59]. The volume of the
sphere is given by V = 4pir3/3. In addition, r is set to be
rH after the time derivative in Eq. (20) is calculated [59].
Concretely speaking, we consider a sphere of arbitrary
radius rˆ expanding along with the universal expansion:
r(t) = a(t)rˆ. (21)
The volume V (t) of the sphere is
V (t) =
4pi
3
r(t)3 =
4pi
3
rˆ3a(t)3. (22)
From Eq. (22), the rate of change of the sphere’s volume
can be given as [23, 37]
dV
dt
= V˙ =
4pi
3
rˆ3(3a2a˙) = V
(
3
a˙
a
)
. (23)
Using Eq. (23), the rate of change of the sphere’s internal
energy is
d
dt
(εV ) = ε˙V + εV˙ =
(
ε˙+ 3
a˙
a
ε
)
V. (24)
5Substituting Eqs. (23) and (24) into d(εV )/dt+ pdV/dt,
and using ε = ρc2, we have
d
dt
(εV ) + p
dV
dt
=
(
ε˙+ 3
a˙
a
ε
)
V + pV
(
3
a˙
a
)
=
[
ε˙+ 3
a˙
a
(ε+ p)
]
V
=
[
ρ˙+ 3
a˙
a
(
ρ+
p
c2
)]
c2
(
4pi
3
r3
)
. (25)
This equation corresponds to the left-hand side of Eq.
(20), where the arbitrary radius r is used. If we assume
adiabatic (and isentropic) processes without dissipation,
the right-hand side of Eq. (20) is zero. Consequently, the
continuity equation is given as ρ˙+ 3(a˙/a)(ρ+ p/c2) = 0.
To calculate the right-hand side of Eq. (20), we assume
both heat flows related to Srev and matter creation re-
lated to Sirr. In this study, the heat flow can be derived
from a general form of entropy [Eq. (6)]: Srev = Srn ∝ r
n
H
(for n = 2, 3, and 4). Using Eqs. (3) and (12), the heat
flow rate is given as
(
dQ
dt
)
rev
= γ
c4
G
(
nLn
2
)
rn−2
H
drH
dt
= γ
c4
G
(
nLn
2
)
rn−2
H
(
−
HH˙
c2
r3H
)
= −γ
c2
G
(
nLn
2
)
rn+1
H
HH˙. (26)
This equation indicates that the heat flow rate is negligi-
ble when γ is sufficiently small. In contrast, the second
term on the right-hand side of Eq. (20) is related to Sirr
for matter creation [42–55]. Using Eq. (24), and replac-
ing ε by n, we obtain
d
dt
(nV ) =
(
n˙+ 3
a˙
a
n
)
V. (27)
Substituting Eq. (27) into the second term on the right-
hand side of Eq. (20), and using n˙+ 3(a˙/a)n = nΓ [46],
we have
(
ε+ p
n
d
dt
(nV )
)
irr
=
ε+ p
n
(
n˙+ 3
a˙
a
n
)
V
=
ε+ p
n
(nΓ)V = (ε+ p)ΓV
=
(
ρ+
p
c2
)
c2V Γ, (28)
where Γ represents the particle production rate [46, 47].
We now calculate Eq. (20). Substituting Eqs. (25),
(26), and (28) into Eq. (20), setting r = rH , and arrang-
ing the resultant equation, we obtain
ρ˙+ 3
a˙
a
(
ρ+
pirre
c2
)
= −γ
c2
G
(
nLn
2
)
rn+1
H
HH˙
1
4pi
3
r3
H
c2
= −γ
3nLn
8piG
rn−2
H
HH˙
= −γ
3nLn
8piG
( c
H
)n−2
HH˙
= −γ
(
3cn−2nLn
8piG
)
H3−nH˙, (29)
where pirr
e
is an effective pressure given by pirr
e
= p +
pirrc , and p
irr
c is a creation pressure for constant specific
entropy in adiabatic matter creation [46, 47, 54]. The
creation pressure is defined as
pirr
c
= −
(ρc2 + p)Γ
3H
. (30)
For clarity, the effective pressure is written as pirre because
it includes pirr
c
.
In the present paper, a matter-dominated universe
(when p = 0) is considered. Therefore, the effective pres-
sure pirre is given by p
irr
e = p+ p
irr
c = p
irr
c . Consequently,
Eqs. (29) and (30) are rewritten as
ρ˙+ 3
a˙
a
(
ρ+
pirre
c2
)
=
[
−γ
(
3cn−2nLn
8piG
)
H3−nH˙
]
rev
(31)
and
pirr
e
= pirr
c
= −
ρc2Γ
3H
. (32)
Equation (31) is the modified continuity equation derived
from the first law of thermodynamics. The right-hand
side of Eq. (31) is considered to be related to reversible
entropy, assuming a general form of entropy on the hori-
zon given by Srev = Srn ∝ r
n
H
. In contrast, pirre (= p
irr
c )
on the left-hand side is related to irreversible entropy due
to matter creation [46, 47, 54]. If the heat flow rate is
negligible (i.e., when γ is sufficiently small), the conti-
nuity equation for adiabatic matter creation is given by
ρ˙+ 3(a˙/a)(ρ+ pirr
e
/c2) = 0. Substituting n = 2, L2 = 1,
and pirre = p into Eq. (31), we obtain the continuity equa-
tion discussed in Ref. [23].
B. Continuity equation from the Friedmann and
acceleration equations
In this subsection, the continuity equation is derived
from the Friedmann and acceleration equations. We have
chosen this route because only two of the three equations
are independent [37]. To this end, the general Fried-
mann, acceleration, and continuity equations are refor-
mulated, according to our previous works [23–26]. The
general equations are applied to the present model, i.e.,
the entropic-force model with matter creation.
6The general Friedmann and acceleration equations for
a matter-dominated universe (when p = 0) are written
as
H2 =
8piG
3
ρ+ frev(t), (33)
a¨
a
= −
4piG
3
ρ+ frev(t) + hirr(t), (34)
with
frev(t) ≥ 0 and hirr(t) ≥ 0, (35)
where frev(t) and hirr(t) are general extra driving-terms
[26]. In this formulation, frev(t) is considered to be re-
lated to reversible entropy Srev, whereas hirr(t) is related
to irreversible entropy Sirr. Consequently, Eq. (34) can
be rearranged as
a¨
a
= −
4piG
3
(
ρ+
3pirr
e
c2
)
+ frev(t), (36)
where the effective pressure pirre is given by
pirr
e
≡ −
c2hirr(t)
4piG
. (37)
In a matter-dominated universe (when p = 0), the effec-
tive pressure pirr
e
is given by pirr
e
= p+ pirr
c
= pirr
c
. Here,
pirrc is interpreted as a pressure derived from Sirr. Accord-
ingly, pirr
e
is equivalent to that in the previous subsection
because the same matter creation is assumed.
We now calculate the general continuity equation [23–
25] from the general Friedmann and acceleration equa-
tions. The general continuity equation in a matter-
dominated universe becomes
ρ˙+ 3
a˙
a
ρ =
3
4piG
H
(
hirr(t)−
f˙rev(t)
2H
)
. (38)
This equation can be rewritten as
ρ˙+ 3
a˙
a
ρ = ρΓirr −Θrev, (39)
or equivalently
ρ˙+ 3
a˙
a
(
ρ+
pirr
e
c2
)
= −Θrev, (40)
where, using pirre from Eq. (37), Γirr is given by
Γirr =
3H
4piG
hirr(t)
ρ
= −3H
pirr
e
ρc2
, (41)
and Θrev is defined by
Θrev =
3
8piG
f˙rev(t). (42)
Γirr in Eq. (41) is equivalent to Γ in Eq. (32). That is,
the general function hirr(t) is a constant given by
hirr(t) = hirr0 = −
4piGpirr
e
c2
= constant. (43)
On the other hand, from Eqs. (10) and (11), frev(t) can
be written as
frev(t) = γ
(
cn−2nLn
2
)
H4−n (n = 2, 3, 4), (44)
where n = 2, 3, and 4 correspond to indices of area,
volume, and quartic entropies, respectively. Accordingly,
the Friedmann and acceleration equations for the present
model are summarized as
H2 =
8piG
3
ρ+ γ
(
cn−2nLn
2
)
H4−n, (45)
a¨
a
= −
4piG
3
(
ρ+
3pirre
c2
)
+ γ
(
cn−2nLn
2
)
H4−n, (46)
where the last term on the right-hand side is the entropic-
force term derived from a general form of entropy on the
horizon.
Now, we calculate Θrev on the right-hand side of Eq.
(40). Substituting Eq. (44) into Eq. (42), and rearranging
the resultant equation, we obtain
Θrev =
3
8piG
× γ
(
cn−2nLn
2
)
(4− n)H3−nH˙
= γ
(
3cn−2nLn
8piG
)(
4− n
2
)
H3−nH˙. (47)
In addition, substituting Eq. (47) into Eq. (40), we have
ρ˙+ 3
a˙
a
(
ρ+
pirre
c2
)
=
[
−γ
(
3cn−2nLn
8piG
)(
4− n
2
)
H3−nH˙
]
rev
. (48)
This equation is the modified continuity equation for the
entropic-force model with matter creation, which is de-
rived from the Friedmann and acceleration equations.
The right-hand side of Eq. (48) depends on the general
form of entropy on the horizon. In this way, the two con-
tinuity equations for the present model are derived from
the different methods. In the next section, the consis-
tency of the two continuity equations is discussed. (The
present model is considered to be a kind of Λ(t)CDM
model in a dissipative universe. Brevik et al. have re-
cently examined a similar cosmological system with two
interacting fluids in a dissipative universe [60].)
Note that, as shown in Eq. (44), in order to derive
the continuity equation, we assume that frev(t) is an
entropic-force term. Additionally, in the previous subsec-
tion, the continuity equation was derived from the first
law of thermodynamics, assuming Srev = Srn ∝ r
n
H
. Ac-
cordingly, it may seem that the exchangeability of the
entropy on the horizon is assumed beforehand. There-
fore, the validity should be confirmed by studying the
consistency of the two continuity equations, as discussed
in the next section.
7IV. CONSISTENCY OF THE TWO
CONTINUITY EQUATIONS
In Sec. III, two continuity equations for the entropic-
force model with matter creation were derived using dif-
ferent methods. In this section, we examine the consis-
tency of those two continuity equations. Moreover, we
discuss the exchangeability of the entropy on the horizon
of the universe in entropic cosmology. If the two con-
tinuity equations agree, we can interpret the agreement
as a sign that the entropy behaves exchangeably. Note
that we admit the possibility that the consistency is not
directly related to the exchangeability.
To study the consistency of two continuity equations,
the two equations are written again. From Eq. (31), the
continuity equation derived from the first law of thermo-
dynamics is written as
ρ˙+ 3
a˙
a
(
ρ+
pirr
e
c2
)
= −γ
(
3cn−2nLn
8piG
)
H3−nH˙, (49)
where n is an index of entropy: i.e., n = 2, 3, and 4
correspond to indices of the area, volume, and quartic
entropies, respectively. In contrast, from Eq. (48), the
continuity equation derived from the Friedmann and ac-
celeration equations is
ρ˙+3
a˙
a
(
ρ+
pirre
c2
)
= −γ
(
3cn−2nLn
8piG
)(
4− n
2
)
H3−nH˙.
(50)
As shown in Eqs. (49) and (50), the two left-hand sides
agree because an equivalent matter-creation is assumed.
Interestingly, the two right-hand sides are also consistent
with each other, except for the coefficient (4 − n)/2 in
Eq. (50). Therefore, the two right-hand sides are in ab-
solute agreement when n = 2, which corresponds to an
area entropy. A similar non-zero right-hand side appears
in energy exchange cosmology [23]. This consistency of
the two continuity equations may imply the exchange
(the transfer) of energy in entropic cosmology. For ex-
ample, the interchange of energy between the bulk (the
universe) and the boundary (the horizon of the universe)
[22] is a viable scenario from the viewpoint of the holo-
graphic principle. Of course, strictly speaking, the two
right-hand sides are slightly different when n = 3 and
4 due to the coefficient (4 − n)/2 in Eq. (50). In this
case, the entropic-force model should be considered to
be a type of energy exchange cosmology between dark
matter and effective dark energy [20]. When n > 4 (cor-
responding to higher-order forms of entropy), the two
right-hand sides have opposite sign due to the coefficient
(4−n)/2. This opposite sign may be interpreted as a sign
that the direction of heat flows could be reversed when
Eq. (49) is derived. Alternatively, these results simply
imply that the Bekenstein entropy (an area entropy) is
the most suitable for describing entropic cosmology.
The coefficient, (4− n)/2, plays an important role be-
cause it affects the difference between the two continuity
equations. The interpretation of the coefficient should
provide new insights into the exchange of energy in en-
tropic cosmology although it has not yet been made clear.
Note that we can obtain an effective continuity equation
similar to bulk viscous and CCDM models by moving the
non-zero right-hand side to the other side and extending
an effective description for the pressure.
In this short paper, we have focused on the consis-
tency of the two continuity equations. Therefore, we do
not examine the properties of the present model in de-
tail. However, it is possible to evaluate them roughly be-
cause the cosmological equations used here are similar to
those of the Λ(t)CDM, CCDM, and entropic-force mod-
els [8, 20, 25, 51]. For example, background evolutions of
the universe are essentially equivalent to those described
by an extended entropic-force model in Ref. [25]. In addi-
tion, a unified formulation for density perturbations [25]
can be applied to the present model when frev(t) = 0
or hirr(t) = 0. Accordingly, in the next paragraph, we
briefly discuss the properties of the present model, ac-
cording to the previous studies [8, 19, 20, 23–25, 51, 52].
As shown in Eqs. (45) and (46), the Friedmann and
acceleration equations include H4−n terms related to
f(t)rev. Moreover, the acceleration equation includes the
effective pressure pirr
e
related to the constant hirr0 term
for matter creation. First, we focus on the entropic-force
term H4−n. In fact, the entropic-force model, which in-
cludes each of the H2, H , and constant terms, agrees
well with observed supernova data [23–25]. That is, each
of the three terms can properly describe the accelerated
expansion of the late universe. However, Basilakos and
Sola` have shown that simple combinations of pure Hub-
ble terms, i.e., H2, H˙ , and H terms, are insufficient for
a complete description of the growth rate for clustering
related to structure formations [20]. Similarly, several
combinations of H2, H˙ , H , and constant terms in the
Λ(t)CDM model have been examined by Go´mez-Valent
et al. [8]. Those studies indicate that the constant
term plays an important role in the discussion of obser-
vations of cosmological fluctuations [8, 19, 20, 25]. In the
Λ(t)CDM model, such a constant term is obtained from
an integral constant of the renormalization group equa-
tion for the vacuum energy density [7]. A similar constant
term (corresponding to hirr0) appears in CCDM models.
However, in CCDM models, a negative sound speed [51]
and the existence of clustered matter [52] are necessary
to properly describe the growth rate [27]. Therefore, the
entropic-force model with a non-zero hirr(t) term (not
only the constant term but also the H term) is incon-
sistent with the observed growth rate, especially for a
low redshift, as we have previously shown [25]. We have
also shown that a weakly dissipative model (similar to
the ΛCDM model) describes observations of the cosmic
microwave background radiation temperature, whereas a
strong dissipative model (similar to the CCDM model)
does not [27].
The present study and previous studies imply that an
area entropy (which leads to H2 terms), a constant term,
and a weakly dissipative universe are favored. Accord-
8ingly, frev(t) = C0 + C1H
2 and hirr(t) = 0 can be pro-
posed for one of the favored models, where C0 and C1
are constants. The favored model can be interpreted
as a particular case of Λ(t)CDM models. This type of
Λ(t)CDM model has been recently examined by, e.g.,
Lima et al. [6], Go´mez-Valent et al. [8], and Basilakos
and Sola` [19].
From Eqs. (49) and (50), the two continuity equa-
tions are found to be slightly inconsistent with each other
when n 6= 2. Interestingly, when n 6= 2, the maximum
tension principle does not work for generalized entropic-
force models as well, as recently examined by Da¸browski
and Gohar [28]. That is, n = 2 is suitable both for the
consistency of the two continuity equations and for the
maximum tension principle. The results imply that the
entropic-force model alone may be difficult to solve the
cosmological constant problem because an additive con-
stant term is obtained not from n = 2 but from n = 4. In
addition, as mentioned previously, it is difficult to prop-
erly describe not only a decelerating and accelerating uni-
verse but also structure formations, without adding the
constant term [5–8, 19, 20, 25, 29]. To solve these dif-
ficulties, the entropic-force model for n = 2 should be
appropriately coupled with Λ(t)CDM models. In partic-
ular, the favored model proposed in the above paragraph
is expected to play an important role theoretically and
phenomenologically.
In fact, recent studies imply that Λ(t)CDM models
based on power series of the Hubble rate are likely more
suitable both for a theoretical explanation and for a
phenomenological description than the standard ΛCDM
model. See, e.g., Ref. [9] and the third paper of Ref.
[8]. Matter is conserved in the Λ(t)CDM models. The
present entropic-force model is expected to be related
to the Λ(t)CDM models. However, it should be dif-
ficult to distinguish the entropic-force model from the
Λ(t)CDM model in practice, when the formulations are
the same and dissipative terms are zero, i.e., hirr(t) = 0.
Of course, when hirr(t) 6= 0, we can distinguish between
the two models even if background evolutions of the uni-
verse are the same. However, our previous studies im-
ply that a weakly dissipative universe is favored [25–
27]. (A slowly varying gravitational coupling is assumed
for the Λ(t)CDM model examined in Ref. [9], unlike for
the present entropic-force model. Accordingly, it may
be possible to distinguish the entropic-force model for
hirr(t) = 0 from the Λ(t)CDM model, if a varying gravi-
tational constant is revealed through observations.)
Finally, the inflation of the early universe in entropic
cosmology is briefly discussed. In the present study,
H4−n terms are obtained from entropic forces. Accord-
ingly, the exponent 4 − n decreases with n. However,
higher exponents should be required for the inflation.
The higher exponent cannot be obtained from the present
entropic force, without assuming n ≤ 0. Probably, this
problem can be solved by introducing logarithmic en-
tropic corrections which generate H4 terms (see, e.g., the
second paper of Ref. [17]). Such an entropic-force model
can be interpreted as a particular case of Λ(t)CDM mod-
els as well. For example, not only H4 terms [10] but also
Hm terms [11] (corresponding to an arbitrary exponent
of H) have been recently examined in Λ(t)CDM mod-
els. To acquire a deeper understanding of cosmology, we
need to study general relativity from various viewpoints
[61–63].
V. CONCLUSIONS
Entropic-force models assume several forms of entropy
on the horizon of the universe, where the entropy can be
considered to behave as if it were exchangeable. To study
the consequences of this assumption, a phenomenologi-
cal entropic-force model has been formulated, focusing
on a homogeneous, isotropic, spatially flat, and matter-
dominated universe. For this formulation, a general form
of entropy proportional to the n-th power of the Hubble
horizon, i.e., Srn ∝ r
n
H
, is used. Here, the Bekenstein
entropy (an area entropy), the Tsallis–Cirto black-hole
entropy (a volume entropy), and a quartic entropy are
represented by n = 2, 3, and 4, respectively. Conse-
quently, H4−n terms for the Friedmann and acceleration
equations are obtained from entropic-forces. That is, the
H2, H , and constant entropic-force terms are confirmed
to be systematically derived from the area, volume, and
quartic entropies, respectively.
In addition, irreversible entropy due to matter creation
has been included in the current formulation. Using the
present model, we have examined whether the entropy
Srn on the horizon behaves exchangeably or not. To this
end, two continuity equations for the present model are
derived from two different methods. The first continu-
ity equation is derived from the first law of thermody-
namics, whereas the second equation is derived from the
Friedmann and acceleration equations. The two continu-
ity equations are found to be consistent with each other.
In particular, the two equations agree completely when
n = 2, which corresponds to the Bekenstein entropy.
This consistency may imply the exchange (the transfer)
of energy in entropic cosmology. The interchange of en-
ergy between the bulk (the universe) and the boundary
(the horizon of the universe) is a viable scenario con-
sistent with the holographic principle. Alternatively, the
entropy on the horizon in the entropic-force model can be
interpreted as an effective dark energy. The present study
should provide new insights into the entropic, energy-
exchange, and time-varying Λ(t) cosmologies and bridge
the gap between them.
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